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Abstract
Flow phenomena of bluff bodies can be frequently observed in natural and technical environment. This holds also for sports. Regarding free kicks of D. Beckham, A. Robben or R.
Carlos the influence of aerodynamics on the game can be inferred. Curved and swirled flight
trajectories of footballs occur as a result of aerodynamic forces. For slow and quasi nonspinning footballs, surface properties and seam pattern orientation influence the flow field
around the balls and play a crucial role for the flight characteristics. In the present study, the
aerodynamic performance of three footballs with dimpled and smooth surface panels and
different seam pattern were tested in a wind tunnel. By means of a 6-component balance the
influence of seam pattern orientation on occurring side forces were investigated. The corresponding flow field was measured using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique. For
footballs with smooth surface panels, the variation of the seam pattern orientation influences
the separation of the boundary layer flow. An early boundary layer separation correlates with
a sideways deflection of the wake which causes a side force based on a lateral momentum
exchange. For footballs with dimpled surface panels, early boundary layer separation occurs
uniformly. The sideways deflection of the wake is independent on the measured separation
angles, but shows proportionality to the occurring side forces.
Introduction
During each soccer world cup the discussions about flight characteristics of footballs show
the influence of aerodynamic effects on the game. Comparable to the flow configurations of
spheres, the boundary layer flow is crucial for the aerodynamic performance. For Reynolds
numbers Re<2·105 (df·u/ν, with the football diameter df, the flow velocity u and the kinematic
viscosity ν) the boundary layer flow of smooth spheres is laminar and separation occurs for
separation angles about θs~80° (Achenbach 1972, Suryanaryana and Prabhu 2000). At Reynolds numbers Re>2·105 the laminar-turbulent transition of the boundary layer flow is induced by the rising of small scaled fluid instabilities (Oertel 2009) enhancing the kinetic energy. Therefore, the boundary layer may remain attached for longer and the separation occurs further downstream at θs~120° (Achenbach 1972) or after reattachment at θs~125-155°
(Suryanaryana and Prabhu 2000) leading to a narrow wake. The corresponding pressure

coefficient decreases rapidly and the drag coefficient drops (drag crisis). Passing the drag
crisis (Re>3.8·105), the vortex formation is dominated by the uniform shedding of a cylindrical
vortex sheet which rolls up and grows to a pair of streamwise vortices rotating oppositely
(Taneda 1978). Common flight speeds for shots on goal range from u=20 ms-1 to u=30 ms-1
leading to a Reynolds number range of Re=3·105 to Re=5.43·105. The surface panels and its
seams are assumed to operate in a number of ways, for example acting as roughness elements, or depending on their orientation relative to the onset flow, as trip arrangements or in
a similar manner to a rudder. In the case of a trip, the laminar-turbulent transition of boundary
layer flow has been already occurred at the given Reynolds number range (Achenbach
1974a, 1974b).
Fast-spinning balls follow curved flight trajectories as a result of steady asymmetric flow
fields. The spin induces varying surface velocities relative to the flow velocity. Hence, the
point of boundary layer separation is located further upstream at the reverse rotating side
providing a lateral momentum exchange (Mehta 1985, Mehta and Pallis 2001). The corresponding side force which is known as the Magnus Force depends strongly on the spin rate
((π·df·ω)/u, with the angular velocity ω, the football diameter df and the flow velocity u) and
has been already investigated in detail for smooth spheres (Maccoll 1928), baseballs (Briggs
1959, Watts and Ferrer 1987), golf balls (Davies 1949, Bearman and Harvey 1976) and footballs (Passmore et al. 2008, Carre et al. 2002). The influence of surface properties on the
flow development increases for decreasing spin rates (Alaways and Hubbard 2001). In the
case of non-spinning or slow-spinning; balls tend to deviate throughout its flight or swerve as
a result of varying seam pattern orientation relative to the flight direction (Passmore et al.
2008). One effect thought to influence this is that the boundary layer flow is affected inconsistently by the seams pattern orientations causing a lateral momentum exchange. The present
paper reports on the influence of seam pattern orientation and the surface properties on the
aerodynamic performance of three different footballs and the corresponding near wake configurations.
Methods
The experiments were conducted in the wind tunnel at the Department of Aeronautical and
Automotive Engineering, Loughborough University, UK. The wind tunnel offers a closed
working section (1.32m-high x 1.92m-wide x 3.6m-long) with a spatial uniformity of the mean
velocity of +/- 0.2% and a turbulence intensity of about 0.2%. Each football (df=215 mm) was
filled with polyurethane expandable foam and mounted on metallic a shaft (dshaft=20 mm)
which was placed at the wind tunnel working section leading to a blockage ratio of 1.70%.
The metallic shaft was connected to a 6-component-balance positioned below the wind tunnel facilitating the force measurement with an accuracy of +/- 0.012N for side forces and +/0.021 N for drag forces. The balance can be rotated to change the orientation of the ball relative to the onset flow.
Three footballs were tested; football A and B consisted of 32 panels (20 pentagons/12 hexagons) and football C was composed of 24 panels (12 trapezoids / 12 oblongnesses). The
surfaces of football A and football C were smooth, whereas the surface of football B was
laced with dimples 4.0 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in depth. The gaps between the panels of
Football B and C were formed by round and smooth panel edges, whereas the rectangular
panel edges of football A form squared gaps. Fig. 1 A illustrates the different surface construction and Fig. 1 B shows the mounting of the footballs in the wind tunnel.

To measure the side force fluctuations Fside for varying seam pattern orientations stationary
balance test were conducted using the methods described by Passmore et al. 2008. Using a
symmetric position of the surface panel relative to the flow direction as the reference position
for the experiments, the forces were recorded for seam pattern orientation angles ϕ between
ϕ=+90° to ϕ=-90° at a constant flow velocity of u=30ms-1, see Fig. 2. After each sample, the
footballs were automatically rotated at 2° intervals. Data was recorded for a period tr=20 s at
each point and averaged. Aerodynamic forces acting on the metallic shaft were measured
separately with an independent support for the footballs (providing an identical test setup)
and subtracted from the drag and side forces of the balls to minimize the influence of the
mounting system. Furthermore, the static loads generated by the footballs were determined
at a flow velocity of u=0 ms-1 for all orientation angles ϕ and subtracted from the force measurements.

Figure 1: (A) Surface construction of the footballs. (B) Mounting system in the wind tunnel working
section.

The flow field was measured using a LaVision PIV System providing a single plane of data
parallel to the wind tunnel working section floor 5mm below the centreline of the ball. By
means of a dual head Nd:YAG laser (New Wave Solo Dual Head Pulsed Nd:YAG) which
was placed at the side of the working section, a plane light sheet was generated. The air was
seeded with atomized olive oil providing a particle diameter of about dP=1x10-6. Above the
windtunnel test section a CCD camera (LaVision Imager Intense) was positioned for capturing the particle displacements of the seeded air. Applying a double-frame/single-exposure
mode (Rafel et al., 1998), the near wake (105mm f/2D AF DC-Nikkor) and the far wake
(35mm f/2D AF Nikkor) of the footballs were recorded for different ∆ϕ intervals at a wind
speed of u=30 ms-1 representing a Reynolds number of Re=4.63·105. The ∆ϕ intervals were
selected based on the stationary balance test data where significant side force fluctuations
occurred and vary in 10° steps from ϕ=-20° to ϕ=20° for football A, from ϕ=-20° to ϕ=20° for
football B and from ϕ=10° to ϕ=50° for football C. For the wake flow analysis, the velocity
fields were time-averaged. Additionally, the near wake flow measurements were used to determine the mean separation angles θs at one side of the football (θs defined as -ϕ, Fig. 2).

In this case, the separation angles θs represent the points of the three-dimensional separation line aligned with z=0. For the analysis, the separation angles θs of the instantaneous flow
field were determined and averaged of the sample time. The sample rate for the PIV measurements was fs=5 Hz and the sample time was tS=100 s.

Figure 2: Measured forces

Results and Discussion
The results of the stationary balance tests show a strong influence of the ball orientation on
the side force development for all three footballs. Fig. 3 shows the side force coefficient cside
(Fside/(qA) with the side force Fside, the dynamic pressure q and the cross section area A) for
varying seam pattern orientation angles ϕ at a Reynolds number of Re=4.63·105. The side
force coefficients range from cside(football C)=-0.13 to cside(football B)=0.14 corresponding to
a force range of Fside=-2.56 N to Fside=2.76 N. Football A and football C show a well-defined
symmetrical side force development with the origin close to the zero-crossing cside=0 and
ϕ=0°. The force development of football B seems to be less symmetrical.

Figure 3: Side force coefficient cside for varying seam pattern orientation angles at a Reynolds number
5
of Re = 4.63·10 .

PIV tests were performed for the significant intervals highlighted in Fig. 3 (football A – FA;
football B – FB; football C – FC). The time-averaged velocity magnitudes superimposed with
the corresponding streamlines for three orientation angles ∆ϕ at a Reynolds number of

Figure 4: Time-averaged velocity magnitudes superimposed with the streamlines for three orientation
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angles ∆ϕ at a Reynolds number of Re=4.63·10 .

Re=4.63·105 are shown in Fig. 4. The wakes of the footballs are dominated by vortex structures and saddle points. Concerning the wake of smooth spheres at supercritical Reynolds
numbers (Taneda 1978), it is assumed, that the three dimensional vortex structures are generated by a cylindrical vortex tube which sheds from the ball and rolls up. The tubes transform to a pair of counter rotating streamwise vortices forming spiral points. In Fig. 4 the label
V indicates the vortex cores of the cylindrical vortex tube and S marks the spiral points. The
size and location of the flow structures varies with the seam pattern orientation assuming a
rotation of the three-dimensional vortex configuration known from smooth spheres at Reynolds numbers Re > 5·105. Regarding the corresponding mean separation angels θs (Table
1) and the flow visualization (Fig. 4) a direct correlation between the location of the spiral
points and the separation angles θs the can be inferred for football A and football C. In this
case, the spiral points are placed at the region of early boundary layer separation (small
separation angles θs). The wake configuration depends on the seam pattern and varying the
orientation leads to a shifting of the spiral points. Similar to other sports balls (Sayers and Hill
1999, Watts and Sawyer 1974), the surface panels and seam pattern may act as a trip wire
arrangement or as roughness elements (Achenbach 1974a) and the variation of the seam
orientation relative to the flow direction influences the boundary layer. Enhancing or degrading the kinetic energy, the laminar-turbulent transition in boundary layer occurs further upstream or downstream at different surface locations. The tranverse momentum exchange
can be amplified by the flow perturbations in the boundary layer while moving downstream
leading to different separation points of the turbulent boundary layer (Oertel 2009). Therefore, the line of boundary layer separation shifts around the ball and causes an orientation
dependent flow field. This dependency is relatively strong for Football A and football C
whereas football B seems to be more independent. The separation angel θs differs about 12°

for football A ranging from θs =128.8° to θs = 140.3° and about 9° for football C ranging from
θs =123.6° to θs = 131.8°. Football B shows a relative early boundary layer separation for all
orientation angles ϕ leading to a more extended wake and the location of the spiral points
seems to be independent on the measured separation angles θs. The separation angle θs
differs about 3° ranging from θs=120.6° to θs=124.0°. Given that the measurements represent
a single plane within a highly three dimensional flow-field this may be an indication that other
surface effects are also important, for example that the influence of the seam orientation on
the aerodynamic performance is decreased for footballs with dimpled surface panels. In this
case, the tranverse momentum exchange in the boundary layer flow is increased by the surface dimples causing flow perturbations in crosswise direction and boundary layer separation
occurs earlier. Additionally, the laminar turbulent transition may occur further upstream.
Table 1: Mean separation angles with the 95% confidence interval: θs ± 1.96·SEM.

∆ϕ
0°
10 °
20 °
30 °
40 °

Football A
140.3 ± 0.6
136.9 ± 0.5
135.9 ± 0.7
130.3 ± 0.5
128.8 ± 0.6

Football B
124.0 ± 0.7
120.6 ± 0.6
123.1 ± 0.6
122.6 ± 0.6
121.8 ± 0.5

Football C
131.8 ± 0.7
134.3 ± 0.7
137.6 ± 0.7
129.0 ± 0.7
123.6 ± 0.6

Fig. 5 shows the separation angles θs and the corresponding side force coefficients cside for
varying orientation angles ϕ. For football A and football C the occurring side force Fside correlates proportionally with the separation angles θs of the boundary layer flow. The side force
coefficients cside decrease with increasing separation angles θs and increase with decreasing
separation angles θs. It varies about ∆cside = 0.16(football A) and ∆cside = 0.23(football C). The
spiral points of the vortex structures are located at regions of early boundary layer separation
leading to a sideways deflection of flow which causes a lateral momentum exchange and
provides the corresponding side force on the football.

Figure 5: Separation angles and side force coefficients for varying orientation angels

The dimpled surface panels of football B cause uniform boundary layer separation with a
wide extended wake, see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The location of the spiral points causing the
sideways deflection of the flow field and the corresponding side force seems to be independent on early boundary separation. Therefore, no significant relation between the side forces
Fside and the measured separation angles θs can be found for football B.
Conclusion
The present study illustrates the influence of seam pattern orientations and surface properties of footballs on the aerodynamic performance:
1. At low spin rates the Magnus effect can be negligible but side forces may occur anyway. The slow rotation of the seam pattern causes varying boundary layer separation
and alternating side forces occur which may lead footballs in flight to swerve. This effect has been demonstrated for footballs (Passmore et al. 2008) and similar conclusions were drawn for cricket balls (Sayers and Hill 1999) and knuckleballs (Watts and
Sawyer 1975). This swerving is predicable from the aerodynamic data but may not
always be under the control of the player.
2. Footballs with different panel arrangements exhibit different side force characteristics.
3. The velocity fields derived from PIV data shown a significant variation in separation
angle with ball orientation and confirm that this is one of the mechanisms leading to
the variation in side force.
4. For footballs with dimpled surface panels it was shown that the influence of the seam
pattern orientation on the aerodynamic performance is decreased and the uniform
boundary layer separation causes a wide extended wake. In this case, there was no
significant relation between the side forces and the measured separation angles.
Thus conclusions of the present study show good correlation in separation angle θs and side
force Fside, further studies will be necessary providing the three-dimensional flow field for an
detail analysis and to confirm the drawn conclusions.
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